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Visual Communication
The Mary Quant team approached Marketing in a 
unique way to their fashion predecessors. Quant 
incorporated design elements and principles that 
contributed to her being considered ‘revolutionary’ 
in the Fashion circles of the 50’s, 60’s and beyond. 

In Visual Communication; Design Elements are  
the basic building blocks of design outcomes. 
For the purpose of the worksheet they are point, 
line, shape, form, texture, colour, type.

Design principles are accepted conventions  
that evolve from arranging the design elements. 
You may look at the design elements as the singular 
ingredients for designing and the principles as the 
recipes that can be used to put those together. 
The possibilities are endless, just as there are many 
recipes for mixing the same ingredients together.

For this worksheet the principles include; balance, 
contrast, hierarchy, scale, proportion, pattern, unity, 
conflict, emphasis, variety and movement.

Quant wanted her designs to exude energy  
and fun, like the swinging 60’s of London.

How would you describe the colours and how they have been used?

Sketch the different elements and pattern designs that have been used on the way into the  
Mary Quant: Fashion Revolutionary exhibition.

Explain how the ‘selfie stall’ works in terms of marketing the Mary Quant Exhibition.

Mary Quant’s husband and marketing manager, Alexander Plunkett Greene,  thought of fun and 
inspiring names for promotional material. Can you think up some names for the different colours you 
see even before you enter the exhibition?

As you enter the foyer of the Bendigo Art Gallery Mary Quant; 
note the use of graphics promoting the exhibition. 
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Photography by Libby Noblet 
Bendigo Art Gallery (install view) Mary Quant: Fashion Revolutionary 

As you enter the Mary Quant: Fashion Revolutionary Exhibition there are a variety of visual elements 
and presentation techniques used to set the scene. List the materials and techniques of presentation 
and describe how they affect the ambience of the room.

Photography plays a major part in marketing the Mary Quant label.  
Using one of the wall sized photo’s as reference, describe the mood being captured. 

Identify the areas of design that extended from her fashion business and how those off shoot lines of 
merchandise helped broaden the Mary Quant reach.
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Mary Quant had a particular demographic in 
mind while designing her garments. Who was 
she aiming to sell her work to?

 
Look at one package for 
her designs: 
• What are the design elements and 

principles used for this packaging?

• Describe what was particularly distinctive 
about this approach to marketing for that 
time?
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Visual Communication Design conveys ideas and information to an audience through visual language.  
In Visual Communication Design students develop conceptual and aesthetic understandings about 
design solutions in the world around them. (Reference; VCAA Visual Communication Design F-10 curriculum)

Leaving the Mary Quant: Fashion Revolutionary exhibition, reflect and write about the following points;

• The information about the career of Mary Quant was presented in a manner reflective of the time 
and place of her work. Briefly explain.

• The communication means left me feeling like I had an immersive experience rather than a 
 superficial one.

• The most important, ‘take away/s’ from visiting the Mary Quant exhibition was/were…? 

Sketches 


